The image security problem is an important area in information security, and image encryption plays a vital role in this day. To protect the image encryption from the attack of quantum algorithm appeared recently, an image encryption method based on quantum Fourier transformation is proposed here. First, the image encryption and Fourier transformation are discussed here, then a encryption function is proposed. Second, a quantum Fourier transformation is introduced to quantum encryption, and the full step of quantum encryption is given as well. Third, the security of the proposed quantum encryption if analyzed, and some propositions are also presented. Lastly, some conclusions are indicated and some possible directions are also listed.
Introduction

Related Work
Image encryption technology won great attention recently because of its complexity. [1] adopted a novel chaotic block image encryption algorithm based on dynamic random growth technique. [2] extended a 2D Sine Logistic modulation map for image encryption. [3] gave a new image encryption algorithm based on non-adjacent coupled map lattices. [4] considered a novel chaotic image encryption scheme using DNA sequence operations. [5] concerned an image encryp-tion scheme based on elliptic curve pseudo random and Advanced Encryption System.
Image encryption method often includes space encryption and condenses encryption. [6] built a color image encryption based on chaotic systems and elliptic curve ElGamal scheme. [7] studied an optical double-image encryption and authentication by sparse representation. [8] offered a N-phase logistic chaotic sequence and its application for image encryption. [9] implied an impulsive synchronization of reaction-diffusion neural networks with mixed delays and its application to image encryption.
However, the appearance of quantum computing brought a great challenge to classic encryption methods. At the same time, quantum encryption also gives us an absolutely secure encryption method. For example, [10] painted a quantum image encryption based on iterative framework of Frequency-Spatial Domain transforms. [11] displayed a quantum color image encryption algorithm based on a hyper-chaotic system and quantum Fourier transform. [12] discussed the research on an E-mail encryption protocol based on quantum teleportation. [13] featured a quantum image encryption algorithm based on quantum image XOR operations. [14] stated that encryption faces quantum foe. [15] put forward a quantum image encryption based on generalized Arnold transform and double random-phase encoding.
In quantum image encryption, the efficiency of transformation plays an important role, especially the Fourier transformation [11] . [16] discussed the change from fractional Fourier transformation to quantum mechanical fractional squeezing transformation. This paper tried to introduce an efficient quantum Fourier transformation in image encryption to improve the encryption security and efficiency.
Organization of the Article
Section 2 defines the general notion of privacy for quantum key distribution. Section 3 contains preliminaries, basic rules and the general model used to analyze the protocol. In Section 4, the protocol is described. Section 5 contains the analysis of privacy protection.
Image Security and Image Encryption
Fourier Transformation in Image Encryption
Through bringing the ideal into this work from PD γ a brilliant estimation of this Fourier transform of PD γ is required, which denoted by η 1/r . It might be illustrated that since
Therefore, 
(as this definition observing, the statistical length ranges in [ ] 0, 2 . A allied definition can be showed for sensible random variables. The statistical length satis-International Journal of Intelligence Science fies the triangle inequality, it's to say, for any, 1 2 3 , ,
Another significant fact is that the statistical length cannot increase by using a possibility function f, that's to say,
Retrieve that the normal distribution with variance a 2 and mean 0 is the distribution on R illustrated by the density function
where exp(y) denotes e y . Also see from that the summary of two mean = 0 independent variables with variances 
The Encryption Function
As the option of basis is obvious, if write , 0
x y ∈ for all matrixes x D ∈ . In the same way, given a basis ( ) 
Quantum Fourier Transformation for Encryption
A Fast Quantum Fourier Transformation
In a fast quantum Fourier transformation, the first aim is to produce a quantum announcement in relate to 1 r η . with formality, it could be described as 
Quantum Encryption Step
Repeating the process illustrated above ∈ times, the system state is described as an ∈ -fold tensor product of the state in Equation (12) , which might be understood as ∩ ∈ − ∈ ∈  it indicates that the state is within l 2 dis-
Therefore, for the goal it can be presumed that it is generated the state in Equation (14) . 
Therefore assume any x D ∈ with X r ≤ ∈ . The amplitude squared offered to it in Equation (13) what's more, the numerator is in , and 
By applying the image matrix s 2 "D/R, get that
It is verified with an upper relate to the l 2 distance between the two matrixes.
Applying the normal monotonicity of s, International Journal of Intelligence Science ≥ be a big adequate integer, presume that log R is multinomial in the image matrix D. The initial task is to build a state exponentially near to
As a state on ∈ log R qubits, that is a multinomial number in the input scale.
In order to do in this way, initially, it is used with 1 2 r = and the image matrix D R * to make the state
Then, this is exponentially relate to 
Let be 
Security Analysis and Proposition of Quantum Encryption
Let ϵ be the security parameter of encryption system. The encryption system is parameterized by two integers m，p and a possibility distribution x on p O . A parameters setting undertakes both safety and right is the next. pick 2 P > to be some initial number between 2 ∈ and 2 2 ∈ make ( )( ) 1 1 log m q p = + ∈ + for some arbitrary constant 2 q > The chance distribution x is selected to be 
